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Summ.ary.
Single erystal X-ray examination
has shown that hogbomite
fOl'ms
a series of polytypes, designated
nH or nil, with hexagon a] 01' rhombohedral
lattices
and hexagonal
unit-cell dimensions
a 5.72 A, c 4.6 X n A. The po]ytypes
arise by
variation, in a manner as yet undetermined,
of the stacking sequence of approximate]y dose-packed
oxygen layers with interstitia]
cations on fourfold and on sixas Ri.;;_H
fold sites; the composition
of ] jnth of a unit-cell may be represented
T!,:;_o4R~.i_4"O¥6_s.o(OH)():_o4'
where RH .~ Zn, :I<'e, Mg, and RH = Fe, AI.
The polytypes
so far observed
are 4H, 5H, !iH, 15H, 15R, and 18R. yrinerals
structurally
related to hogbomite >Lrenigerite (3H) and taaffeite (4H). A new occurrence of h"gbomite,
polytype 5H, with composition
Ti,.,Fe"61\lg6'3AI'8'8Sio'204o,
is
described from a spinel-free paragenesis
in a magnesian skarn at Mautia Hill, Tanganyik>L. Another new occurrence in an aluminous xenolith in the C>Lshel gabbro in
Co. Galway, Ireland,
is recorded.
X-ray powder data are given for two of the
polytypes.

S

INCE its discovery by Gavelin (1917) in iron-rich skarns in Swedish
Lapland, hogbomite has been recorded, described, and analysed
from a number of occurrences of widely differing paragenesis. Its morphological crystallography
and its X-ray powder pattern have been
discussed by various authors, to whose work detailed reference will be
made below, but, in spite of the conflicting results obtained by these less
fundamental techniques, it has not hitherto been the subject of single
crystal X-ray study. The present study arose out of the examination of
a new occurrence of relatively coarse, well crystallized hogbomite in
magnesium-rich skarns at Mautia Hill, Tanganyika, in the course of
which it became apparent that the X-ray crystallography of hogbomite
presented some interesting and unsuspected complexities.
Material examined. Nine specimens of hogbomite from seven of the
fifteen recorded occurrences have been examined. References to the
published descriptions are given in the lower part of table 1. It suffices
to add here that specimen 4 is off the rock figured by Gavelin (1917,
figs. 2, 3), that specimen 8 is the dark variety of hOgbomite designated
'B' by Friedman (1952), and that specimens 7 and 11 are respectively
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Unit-cell

Locality and no.
of crystaJs
exanlined
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

Castor (2)
Castor ( I)
August (I)
Perseus (I)
Whittles (2)
llalltia*
(6)
Transvaal-A
(I)
Macon Co. (I)
Cortlandt
(2)
Toombeola (2)
(I)
Transvaal-B*

ON

dimensions
and poJytype
hiighomite
Principal

a
5.72 A
5.72
5.72
5.72
5.72
5.718
5.72
5.72
5.72
5.72
5.n8

c
18.35 A
18.3;;
18.35
18.35
18.40
23.02
23.0l
22.95
27.53
27.5
8;~.36

intergrowths

in
Subsidiary
~polytypes

polytype
cln
4,59 A
4.59
4.59
4,59
4.60
4.604
4.60
4'5!J
4.59
4-(;
4.631

polytype
4H
4H
4H
4H
4H
5H
5H
;;H
6H
6H
18H

15H

n5H

-I])

4H
'!14H
4H 1- 15H

1. Castor claim, Ruoutcvare,
near Kvikkjokk,
Sweden (Gavclin, Hn7). 1!J541.t
2. Castor claim, Ruoutevare,
near K vikkjokk,
Sweden (Gavelin,
1917). Bli
I !J25, 104!J.
3. August claim, Ruoutevare,
near K vikkjokk,
Sweden (Gavelin,
Hn 7). BM
]!J25,425.
4. Perseus
claim, Huoutevare,
near K vikkjokk,
Sweden (Gavelin,
I !J17). BM
1923,101!J.
5. Whittles,
Pittsylvania
Co., Virginia (Watson,
HJ25; Friedman,
H!52). 7!J538.
6. Mautia Hill, :\Ipwapwa District, Tanganyika.
88280.
7. Dentz Farm, Letaba district, Transvaal
(Nel, H!4!J). HJ628.
8. Fairview Ridge, Macon Co., North Carolina (Friedman,
H!52). 8827!J.
!J. Smith and Ellis Quarry, Cortlandt,
New York (Friedman,
1!J(2). 35077.
10. Toombeola,
Co. Galway, Ireland.
88283.
II. Dentz Warm, LctablL district, Transvaal
(Nel, I !J4!J). HW2!J.

* Unit-cell dimensions determined by diffmctometry

vlLlues derived
a 5.72,

c 83.1

t Specimen
and Petrology,
the collections

from single crystal

A for

photographs

(see p. 575). Approximate

are a 5.72, c 23.01

A for

llautia,

and

TransvlLal-B.

numbers refer to the collections
of the Department
of Mineralogy
University
of Camhridge,
except those prefixed HM, which refer to
of the Mineralogy
Department,
British:\luseum
(Natural History).

from portions of the material separated for analyses A and B of Nel
(1949).
Two specimens, 6 and 10, from new occurrences have also been
examined. Specimen 6 is from an enstatite-tremolite-chlorite-hogbomite-dolomite skarn at Mautia Hill, Tanganyika.
An account of the
hogbomite- and sapphirine-bearing
reaction skarns between the dolomitic marble and the yoderite-bearing schists (McKie, 1959) of Mautia
Hill is in course of preparation.
Hogbomite there forms {0001} tablets
up to 5 mm long, idiomorphic with respect to all other minerals (fig. 1),
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and exhibiting
a good {lOIO} cleavage and a perfect {OOOJ} parting.
It
is pleochroic
in thin-section,
w de(;p yellow, E medium yellow, and is
uniaxial negative (occasionally anomalously biaxial, 2Vex :e;;15°) with w
] .t\05, E 1.7t\3 (both ::!::O.005).
Specimen
10 is from
chlorite xenolith
in the

a corundum
Cashel basic

magnetite
intrusion,

FH:. I.
Hi;gbomite-ehlorite-enst"tite-tremolito-dolomite
hc;gbomite t"blets "ppe"r in tho centre of tho figure.
tow"rds

the loft of the bottom

edge.

Tremolite
x30.

ilmenite
hogbomite
near 'l'oombeola,
Co.

skarn.
Three
l"rge
A pateh of dolomite occurs

is not visible.

Plane polarized

light,

Galway, Ireland. Anhedral medium brown to light brown pleochroic
hogbomite and green spinel occur intergrown with magnetite in a
corundum matrix traversed by pale chloritic veins. No clear replacement relationship is discernible between spinel and hogbomite; some
hogbomite grains have spinel cores and some spinel grains are bounded
against corundum or magnetite without any intervening hogbomite.
[ am indebted to Dr. B. W. Evans for the gift of a portion ofthe xenolith
and to Dr.1\!. G. Bown for generously making available to me the results
of his single crystal X-ray study of this specimen.
Material from the hogbomite occurrences in Norway (Sehetelig, 1917;
Kolderup, 1928 and 193G), on Samos in the Aegean (de Lapparent, 194G),
in Turkey (Onay, HJ49), in Czechoslovakia (Christophe-Michel-Levy
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and Sandrea, 1953), in the Cameroons (Sandrea, 1950), and in Russia
(Moleva and Myasnikov, 1\)52: Bobrovnik, 1955; Kuzmin, 19(0) was not
available for single crystal X-ray study.
Unit-cell d'£mens'ions. The diffraction patterns of all the crystals of
hogbomite examined have been found to exhibit either hexagonal or
rhombohedral symmetry.
The dimensions of the hexagonal unit-cell
are for each specimen (~5.72 A, and c close to some multiple of 4.6 A.
The crystallography of hogbomite can thus be described in terms of a
series of polytypes of constant a, to each of which a symbol of the form
nH or nR can be assigned, where Hand R indicate hexagonal and
rhombohedral lattice types respectively and n is given by c = 4.611A.
The diffraction pattern of each specimen was studied by a-axis oscillation photographs, by ;r,ero and first layer a-axis Weissenberg photographs, and in some cases by c-axis oscillation photographs
also.
Unit-cell dimensions were evaluated by measurement of the ;r,ero layer
a-axis Weissenberg photographs and more accurate values were determined for two specimens by diffractometry.
The diffraction symbol
was obtained by inspection of systematic absences on the Weissenberg
photographs.
Tntergrown polytypes giving rise only to relatively weak
distinguishable
reflections were identified by measurement
of the
Weissenberg photographs.
The unit-cell dimensions of the principal polytype present in each
specimen are listed in table I, where the presence of subsidiary intergrown polytype phases is also noted. Hiigbomite from the original
Swedish localities is characteristically
the 4H polytype, intergrown in
the case of specimen 2 with 15H in approximately equal amount. The
diffraction patterns of both crystals of the Whittles hogbomite, specimen
.5, exhibit streaks of moderate intensity joining reflections of constant Ii
and Ie; superimposed on these c* streaks, which are indicative of pronounced disorder in the stacking of (001) layers of the structure, are
reflections attributable to a 4H polytype and to a polytype of high /1,
possibly 15H. Specimens 6 and 7, Mautia and Transvaal hogbomite-A,
are single-phase 5H polytypes and specimen 8, l\Iacon County, is an
intergrowth of 5H with 4H in notably smaller amount. The diffraction
pattern of specimen 9, Cortlandt, has not been unambiguously determined; the dominant polytype is clearly HI1 and relativcly few weak
reflections due to a polytype of high n, which may be 14H, are also present on all photographs.
Examination of oscillation photographs of
specimen 10, Toombeola, by Dr. M. G. Down has conclusively shown
that three polytypes, HH, 4H, and 15R, with HI1 clearly dominant, are
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present in each of the crystals studied. Transvaal hogbomite-B, specimen 11, is a single-phase I8R polytype, the only rhombohedral hogbomite polytype so far found in isolation.
The unit-cell dimension a and the subcell dimension c/n exhibit slight
variation, which cannot at present be correlated with composition. In
crystals composed of more than one polytype the constituent phases
have coincident a-axes and coincident c-axes. It is clear that, at least
at Castor, different hand specimens of similar composition may contain
different polytypes, but it would appear from the present investigation
that there and elsewhere only crystals of one polytype or of one kind of
polytype intergrowth occur within the compass of a single hand specimen.
The hogbomite polytypes so far observed are, in order of increasing
complexity, 4ll, 5H, 6H, ?I4H, I5ll, I5R, I8R, and D (- - disordered
stacking). One other polytypc can be added to the list if the minerals
nigerite (3H) and taaffeite (4H) with related unit-cell dimensions are
considered; detailed reference to these two minerals will be made
below.
Un£t-ce17 contents. Chemical analyses and specific gravities are
available for four of the hogbomite specimens examined crystallographically. The chemical analysis1 and the specific gravity given by
Gavelin (1917) for Castor hOgbomite taken together with the unit-cell
dimensions (table I) lead to a content of 31'71 oxygen atoms in the unitcell, sufficiently close for the true oxygen content of the unit-cell to be
assumed to be 32 atoms. Similarly, the chemical analysis and specific
gravity of 3.80 given by Nel (1949) for hiigbomitc-A from the Transvaal
combined with the unit-cell dimensions of table I lead to a content of
39.62 oxygen atoms in the 5ll unit-cell, sufficiently close for the true
oxygen content to be 40 atoms. And for hi.igbomite-B from the Transvaal the unit-cell dimensions of table I taken together with Ncl's analysis
and specific gravity 3.93 lead to a content of 47,5 oxygen atoms in the
rhombohedral 18R unit-cell, sufficiently close for the true oxygen content to be 48 atoms.
The amount of hOgbomite available from Mautia Hill, Tanganyika,
was inadequate for chemical analysis by classical methods, but a proximate analysis was very kindly made for me by Dr. ,J. V. P. Long on the
scanning X-ray micro-analyser.
The analysis is set down in table II. It
was performed on two crystals of hogbomite mounted in Araldite and
polished with diamond paste on a lead lap. Y oderite, rutile, and iron
1 Corrected for 7.11 % ilmenite (separately
analysed),
rately analysed),
and 0.73 % SiO. (said to be secondary).

15.25

% pleonaste

(sepa-
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were used as internal, and 'specpure' aluminium and magnesium as
external standards.
Satisfactory correlation was obtained of Mg, AI,
and Fe concentrations relative to yoderite and relative to the purc metal
standards. The accuracy of the values listed in table II is uncertain, but
at worst must be rather better than ::!::10 % of each stated oxide percentage. X-ray micro-analysis determines the concentration of elements,
giving no information about water content or the oxidation state of iron:
it has been assumed provisionally that this hijgbomite is wholly ferrous
and anhydrous.
'l'AIIU; II.

Composition

:\lgO
FeO
TiO.
AI.O"
Si02

of h(igbornitc
Tanganyika.
17.2
NJ
9.1
():,).2
0.9

-lOO.;!

Mg21
14~c2

from J/autia

Hill,

Ii"J
~1-1,
1.7

'1'i4+
APi
Si4

1~'~
~o.;!

0.-

40.0

1. X-ray mic,,'o-analysis
of hogbomite from Mautia Hill, Tanganyika.
2. Unit-cell eontents ealeulatcd
from eolumn t assuming 40 (P- per unit-eell
that all the Fe found is divalent.

ami

The specific gravity was estimated as 3.699 by measuring the loss in
weight of a mercury-in-glass mass immersed in Clerici's solution in whicli
a few grains of the mineral remained in suspension after being centrifuged for 10 minutes. The observed density and unit-cell dimensions
and the chemical analysis lead to an oxygen content of 3B.34 atoms in thp
511 unit-cell, a satisfactory approximation to 40.
Comparison of the chemical composition of the four analysed hogbomites of known polytype and of other analysed hogbomites can conveniently be made in terms of the average cationic content of th~
common hexagonal unit-su bcell containing eight anions, with dimensiom
a =5.72 A, c' = cln :::::::4.6 A. The unit-subcell contents of all
a'
analysed hogbomites are set down in table III with the exception of
those corresponding to two analyses by Kuzmin (1960), both of which
were made on admittedly impure material. The only analyses known to
be of other than high quality are that of the Swedish hogbomite, deriv~d
from the analysis of a mjxture, and that of the Tanganyika specimen.
a preliminary X-ray micro-analysis; the composition of the Gornaya
Shoriya material is unusual and needs confirmation.
The significant
M~Mh.rI },,,,lrC\vvl "ont.p.nt of both Transvaal hogbomites is probabl~~c
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real although it appears to have little effect on their physical properties. One of the Russian hogbomites, of unrecorded locality, analysed
by ~oleva and Myasnikov (1952) is characterized by having Zn21 as one
of its principal large cations. The small 8i content of the two Transvaal
TABLE

ILL

Cnit-subccll

2
Ca2-r

o.nn A

~ln2I
Zn'+
Fe' +
Ti'+
~lg2+
Fe3+
Cr3+
AlH

0.80
0.74
0.74
0.68
(H,6
0.64
(Hj3
0.51
0.42

(}004

contents
L'(O,OH)
3

in hiigbomite

4

calculated

f)

(j

0.006

OH02-

:H5S
0.043
0'3S1
H19

0,037
0.444
0.447 0.381
0';32(, 0.208
0.n83 0.731
0.209 0.37n
nil
3.533 :30614
0.044
0.427
7.573 8.000

8.000

8.000

L:Rn+

iHj03

5.546

5,794

5.(j51

;).537 t).7()2

Sp. gr.
w

3.93
1.S4S
1.823
18R

3.80
1.820 1.837
1.8(j() 1.80n
5H

:-;;i1+

Polytype

0'7S0
0.264
0.710
0':H4

0.004

0.208
1.153
O.(j57t
(HH2
3.fjJ5

to

~8

0.406
HH7
0.41!)
:H115

0.003
(HJ42
0.442
O'!\Hi
1.000
0'31S
0.042
3.719

7

3.81
1.85
1.82
4H -+-15H

3.821
1.S50
1.812

n
0.16!,

8.000

0.007
nil
0.499 0.041
0.200 0.151
(H)2n 0.171
0.:321 0.411
nil
3.788 4.248
0.110
0.22.~
8.000 7.775

5.72

5.744

5.2n7

3.mJ9
1.805
1.783
5H

3.817
1.850
1.812
?

:3.81
I.S51
1.802

0,32*
0.34
1.2fi

3.7()
004

8'0(j()

8

The cation radii, quoted from Ahrens (1952), are fol' sixfold eoordination.
I. Hiigbomite-B,
Tl'ansvaal
(Nel, 1949).
2. Hiigbomite-A,
Transvaal
(1l/el, 194!)).
a. Zinc-hiigbomite,
Russia.
Analysis II of Moleva >Lnd Myasnikov (I n52).
4. Hbgbomite,
CastoI', Sweden (C>Lvclin, 1917).
oj. Hiigbomite,
Smyma, Turkey (Onay, 1949).
Ii. Hi>gbomite,
7. Hiigbomite,
8. HiJgbomite,
D. Hijgbomite,
* Total

Russia.
l\lautia
Russia.
Shoriya

Fe calculated

Analysis I of Moleva and :Vlyasnikov (1952).
Hill, Tanganyika.
Analysis III of Moleva and Myasnikov
(1952).
Mountains,
Siberi>L. Analysis III of Kuzmin (19()0).
as Fe' +.

t Total

Fe calculated

as Fe' '.

hogbomites was attributed by Nel (1949) to impurities, but the finding
of a similar content of 8i in the Tanganyika hogbornite by X-ray microttnalysis demonstrates almost conclusively that Si4t can be present, at
least in small quantity, in hogbomite.
The unit-subcell contents shown in table III display a certain degree
of general similarity.
The cation content does not approximate to a
whole number, but lies between 5,54 and 5.79, of which an amount
between 3.46 and 3,79 is accounted for by AP +, the difference being due
to the principal larger cations, Fe3 +, Mg2t., Ti4 +, Fe21, and Zn2 ", in
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widely varying proportions. No simple stoichiometric composition for
ideal hijgbomite is evident from the data of table III and in the absence
of a crystal structure determination no detailed exposition of hogbomite
compositions is possible. It can, however, be concluded from the
presence of Si41 in the Tanganyika hiigbomite that some cations are
probably on fourfold sites and it may be supposed on general grounds
that Mn2+, Zn2 -t, Fe2 c, Ti41, and Mg2 i lie on sixfold sites; the remaining cations, Fe3 t, ('r3 +, and AJ3+, commonly occur in both fourfold and
sixfold coordination.
The uncertainty
of the coordination
of the
dominant cation AJ3+ precludes any attempt at significant quantitative
grouping of cations in the hogbomite unit-subcell. An appreciable content of Ti does, however, appear from the data of table III to be essential
to the hijgbomite structure, although the influence of titanium concentration on the relationship of the stability field of hogbomite to natural
physical conditions rather than the presence of Ti as a crystal chemical
requirement may well be critical. Hijghomite compositions are shown
in the MgO-AI203- Ti02 system in fig. 2 with the divalent cations plotted
as Mg and the trivalent cations as AI; they occupy a restricted area in
the spinel-tieilite(pseudobrookite
structure)-corundum
field close to
the spinel corner. In general terms the range of hogbomite compositions
may be represented as Ri-o_I_()Ti~_~0_4R:1t 4-:JO¥-6-S0(OH)(I-O-4; in
analogous terms spinel appears as R~+R~+O~- and corundum as
R~-3O~-.
Preliminary structural conelusions. It is convenient at this point to
consider what deductions about the structure of hogbornite can be drawn
from the dimensions and symmetry of the unit-cell and from an additional piece of evidence, the intensities of the OOOl reflections of the
specimens studied. The relevant data are set out in tables I and IV.
For each specimen the a-axis is close to 5.72 A, a value corresponding
to twice the 0-0 distance in close-packed planes of oxygen ions if an
effective radius of 1.43 A is assigned to 02-. It would therefore seem
reasonable to assume that hogbomite is built with approximately closepacked planes of oxygen ions parallel to (0001). The manner in which
the planes are stacked can be deduced from the observation that c for
each specimen is some multiplen
of 4.6 A. For cubic close-packing
(ABCA . . .) the repeat distance normal to the sheets is "\/6 times the
oxygen separation within the close-packed sheets; for hexagonal close
packing (ABA. . .) the factor is ~J6. If the oxygen ions are cubic closepacked c should then be some multiple of 7.00 A, and if hexagonal
close-packed some multiple of 4.66 A. The oxygen ions in hiigbomite
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cannot, therefore, all be in cubic close-packing; they may be in hexagonal close-packing, but are more likely to be arranged in less simple
sequences of c1ose-packed (0001) layers. Thus the sequence in hogbomite-HI may be ABABABABA, or ABABCBABA, or ABCABACBA,
etc.

RUTILE

MqO
P£RIClASE

KO
WlO. 2. Plot of hijgbomite
compositionR in the ~1g0-AI203-Ti02
Rystem with divalent cationR represented
as;Vlg and trivalent
cations as AI. Numbers refer to the
analyses of table III. Key:.
reliable hogbomite
compositions;
0 less satisfactory
compositions;
Rtrueture;
x phases of corundum+ phases of psendobrookite
ilmenite structure
type (hcxagonal-cloRe-p'1Cked
oxygen);
D spinel end-memberR
(cubic-close-packed
oxygen);
f-H-H spinel solid solutions.

The diffraction symbol of each specimen of hogbomite listed in table I
was determined by observation of the symmetry of a-axis oscillation
photographs and of the systematic absences in kk2kl, khOl, and 0001
reflections on zero and first layer a-axis equi-inclination Weissenberg
photographs. The diffraction symbol of each polytype, which does not
vary for specimens of similar c-axiallength, is shown in table IV. Polytypes with H lattices display Laue symmetry 6jmmm and have a c-glide
plane when n is even, but mirror planes only when n is odd; polytypes
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with R lattices display Lauc symmetry 3m and have no glide planes.
The conclusion, based on the sequence of observed unit-cell dimensions,
that the oxygen ions lie in a close-packed arrangement further limits
the number of space groups possible for each polytype since closepacking is inconsistent with the presence of a simple rotation hexad.
Two other aluminate minerals with unit-cell dimensions related to
those of the hogbomites have for some time been recognized as having
their oxygen ions in approximately hexagonal close-packing. Nigerite,
TABLE

TV.

Poly type

Preliminary

structural
data
mincra1R

4.G2
4.GO
4.rjf)-4.GO

3mI'.

Hiigbomite-5I1
Hogbomite-(jH

4'5H-4.(j()
4.59-4.GO

n(muunP

. . .

Glrnnliln!'

. . c

* nata

t

Data

4.(;
4.(j3

related

~

.,

Nigerite-3H*
Taaffeite-4Ht
Hogbomite-41l

Hogbomite-li;H
Hogbomite-I
SR

and

btensity
of
(JOOl reJiexions
Possible Rpace absent
strong
for 1
groups
for 1

Diffraction
symbol

cln

ft)f' hi;gbomite

(j

I rnrnrn1'G3 . .
GlmJrlimP . . c

P3ml, !'31m
1'(\22
2n + 1
PH31nc, P62c,
l'Gofmrnc
2n + 1
1'621n. P6m2
P()3n1c, P6'2c,
!,(j3Immc
2n I I

~

41/
.)1/
GI/
1;)1/

3mR..

.

R:32. R:3m,
R3rn

quoted

from Bannister,

Hey, and Stadler

quoted

from

Payne,

Anderson,

and

3n-~ I

ISI/

(UJ47).

Claringhull

(1951).

described by Bannister, Hey, and Stadler (1947), has a 5.72 A, c 13.8(j 1,
diffraction symbol 3mP . . ., and unit-cell contents PbO'04Mno'OlFe8'30
Zno-59MgO'33Snl'77Tio'o2Fe1'57AllO'52022'16(OHh'84'1t contains six closepacked (0001) oxygen layers and is an example of the 3H polytype, not
yet observed in hogbomite. Taaffeite, describe:l by Anderson, Payne,
and Claringbull (1951), has a 5.72 A, c 18.38 A, space group P6322, and
unit-cell contents Mg3.6Fe~t AI15'oBe4'7032' It is a 4H polytvpe
analogous to the Swedish hogbomites.
The existence of minerals of such divergent composition with structures related to, if not identical with, that of hogbomite points to the
extreme tolerance of the structure to variation in cation radius. Indeed,
the tolerance is such that cations of radius 0'35, 0..51, (}(j4, 0'66, 0'68,
and 0.74 A can substitute for one another as major constituents, the
smaller ions on fourfold and the larger ions on sixfold sites, without
affecting a or cln to any considerable extent.
The unit-subcell common to hogbomite and its analogues, with
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close to a' 5.72 A, c' 4.0 A, thus contains eight oxygen

anions, to which the coordinates 0 0 0, 100, 0 ~.0, ~ to, t1 z, l1 z, t ~z,
! ~z can be assigned, and, in the interstices between the approximately

close-packed anions, eight sixfold and sixteen fourfold possible cation
sites. However, of these twenty-four possible sites only 5.5 to 5.8 are
occupied by cations in the average unit-sub cell of hogbomite (table III),
;S.08 in nigerite, and 0.05 in taaffeite. While the actual distribution of
cations over the possible interstitial sites cannot be determined from
the data at present available, consideration of the systematic variation
in intensity of thc 0001 reflections (table IV) enables some possibilities
to be dismissed. A polytype nH produces strong OOOl reflections only
where l is a multiple of n; of these the lowest angle reflection is that
with indices OOOn. The hypothetical oxygen arrangement, to which
there is no alternative, precludes the contribution of any significant
amount of scattering from oxygen anions to the intensity of the OOOn
reflection. The cations must therefore be so distributed as to contribute
as much scattering as possible to the high intensity of the OOOn
reflection; in particular there must be no large proportion of cations
with z coordinates differing by c'/2. Although it would be idle to
speculate further in the absence of detailed intensity data, it should
be borne in mind that there may be essential differences in the cation
content of adjacent unit-subcells, and that it must be significant that
hogbomite unit-cells always contain an even number of close-packed
(0001) oxygen layers.
The analogy with the well-known polytypism of SiC (Thibault, 1944;
Ramsdell, 1(47) is close. There the structural unit common to all polytypes is hexagonal with a' 3.073 A, c' 2.513 A; it is simpler than the
hogbomite unit, containing only one atom of Si and one of C, and is, of
course, of fixed composition. Stacking of the structural unit in various
mixed hexagonal and cubic close-packed sequences produces a series of
polytypes with hexagonal unit-cell dimelwions a ~. (I.', C nc'. Strong
(jOOlreflections appear only where I is a multiple of J/. Polytypes may
have either hexagonal or rhombohedral lattices ; one is cubic. A great
many SiC polytypes have been described, with unit-cells ranging in
content from four to several hundred molecules of SiC. hnS displays
a closely similar series of polytypes (Smit!r, 1\155).
[n considering the relationship of hOgbomite to minerals of known
structure particular attention must be paid to corundum and spinel, the
formulae of which may be written as A15:30s and J\Ig2A140srespectively.
The composition of hejgbomite can be represented in simplified form as
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ranging from (Mg,Ti,Al)5.50s to (l\1g,Ti,Al)5.s0s. Corundum has hcxagonal closc-packed oxygcn with aluminium occupying in a regular
manner two-thirds of the sixfold interstices. The a-axis of corundum is
at 30° to that in hogbomite relative to the structure of the close-packed
planes and c is 3 x 4.32 A (shorter than in nigerite since there are no
large cations). Spinel has cubic close-packed oxygen with cations on
both fourfolrl and sixfold sites. Synthetic spinels can be prepared with
excess aluminium corresponding to titanium-free hogbomitc compositions; y-A1203has a defect spinel structure. Titanospinels in which (MgTi)
substitutes for (AlAI) can also be synthesized. Thc length of the [IlIJ
axis in spinel

is 3 x 4.67

A and

the sequence

of oxygen

planes

is that

of

cubic close packing. Hogbomite clearly bears some structural resemblance to both corundum and spinel, but it is neither a substituted
corundum nor a substituted spinel.
The twinning of hogbomite in the one specimen in which it has been
observed (no. 10, Toombeola) contributes supporting evidence of the
structural relationship of hogbomite to spinel. The twins are quadruplets with their c-axes mutually inclined at 70.5°, corresponding to the
angle between the normals to close-packed planes in cubic close packing,

[Ill] 1\ [l11J

-

70° 32'. In the course of his examination of the twins

with oscillation photographs Dr. 1\1.G. Bown observed that occasionally
the different individuals of a quadruplet might consist of different polytype intergrowths, for instance in one case the principal individual was
15R+6H and one of the lesser individuals was 15R+6H +4H. Another
observation bearing on the relationship is that of the overgrowth of
nigerite on the spinel gahnite such that [0001] of nigerite is parallel to
<Ill) of gahnite (Bannister et aZ., 1947).
Another aluminate structure that it may be appropriate to mention
is that typified by J5-alumina, Na2A122034' which has the space group
P6s!mmc and unit-cell dimensions a 5.548 A, c 22.45 A (Beevers and
Ross, 1937), not unlike those of hogbomite-5H. The J5-alumina structure
is exemplified in a number of synthetic compounds (vide Donnay and
Nowacki, 1954) and in the minerals hibonite (Curien, Guillemin, Orcel,
and Sternberg, 1956) and magnetoplumbite
(Adenskold, 1938; Berry,
1951). It consists of blocks of approximately cubic-close-packed oxygen
ions, with aluminium on fourfold and on sixfold interstitial sites, linked
by a layer of sodium and oxygen ions not in close packing; it neither
exhibits polytypism nor has OOOZreflections that are strong only for
Z 5n.
Dr. C. H. Kelsey and the author are at present engaged on the
~
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determination of the crystal structure of h()gbomite-5H from Mautia
Hill, Tanganyika.
X-ray p01ixler pattern. Several hogbomite powder patterns are in the
literature.
Christophe-Michel-Levy
and Sandrea (1953) indexed a
powder pattern ofl5lines by means of Hull-Davey charts, finding a tetragonal unit-cell with a 8,34 A, c 7,96 A. Their d-spacings and intensities
are consistent with the data of table V; their indexing cannot be
accepted. Mikheev (1957) indexed a powder pattern of 41 lines by the
same technique and found a hexagonal unit-cell with a 9.856 A, c 22.43::1::
0.01 A; he derived the right system, but chose a at 30° to its correct
position.
Kuzmin (1960) published unindexed d-spacings for three
patterns of 48, 35, and 54 lines.
The low e peaks on a diffractometer trace of hogbomite from Mautia
Hill, Tanganyika, were indexed from the single crystal data and the
accuracy of the unit-cell dimensions was improved by measurement
of e for the lI}O and 1017 peaks on a diffractometer trace taken with
Cu-J{exradiation at 3 in. per degree of e with AnalaR NaCI as internal
standard and run six times over the range e 15° to 17°. Assuming e
15'8(i6° for the 200 reflection of NaCI the unit-cell dimensions were
evaluated as a 5.718::1::()-(J02A, c 23.02::1::0.01 A. With these unit-cell
dimensions and a knowledge of the relative intensities of all the relevant
reflections from single crystal photographs, a diffractometer trace taken
with Cu-J{ex radiation from e 5° to 40° and a powder photograph also on
Cu-J{ex were unambiguously
indexed. The indexed powder data are
shown in table V ; the weakest lines (vw, vvw) were observed only on the
photograph.
The unit-cell dimensions of Transvaal hogbomite- B were similarly
refined by measurement of e for the 1120 0.1.1.23, and 0.1.1.26 peaks
with reference to the 200 peak of N aCI in six runs over the range e
(Cu-Kex) 15° to 17°. Evaluation of the unit-cell dimensions as a 5.738::1::
0,001 A, c 83.36::1::0.05 A combined with intensity data from single
crystal photographs enabled a diffractometer
trace over the range
e(Cu-Kex) 5° to 36° and a powder photograph taken with Fe-J{exradiation
to be unambiguously indexed (table V).
For the other specimens of hogbomite examined by single crystal
methods the separation of an adequate amount of sufficiently pure
material for diffractometry
was not possible, except in the case of
specimen 7, another 5H polytype. The difficulty of separation of hogbomite indeed makes the distinction of polytypes by powder methods of
little practical interest.
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*
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published
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*] '4~~
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Accompanying the hogbomite powder data in table V are data for the
related minerals taaffeite and nigerite, quoted from Anderson et al.
(1951) and Bannister et al. (1947) respectively.
Common to all fOUT
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patterns are certain lines for which l is a multiple of II, including the
strongest line, 112n near 2.43 A, and two other strong lines, 1120 near
2.f;fi A and 2240 near 1.43 A.
Stability and paragenesis. The MgO-AI203--Ti02 system, in which
magncsium hogbomite may be a stable phase, has not so far been
studied experimentally in the sub solidus region. The work of Berezhnoi
a]1(l Gulko (1955) has, however, shown that hogbomite has app,1l'ently
no field on the liquidus; liquids of magnesium hogbomite composition
begin to crystallize spinel solid solutions at temperatures in the neighbourhood of 1900° C.
Preliminary heating experiments have shown that under dry conditions at 1 atmosphere in air hbgbomite-fJII (specimen 6) begins to
decompose at about 9000 C. The first stage in the decomposition appears to be conversion to a 3H p01ytype and oriented exsolution of
a phase that may be a1uminous pseudo brookite. ender hydrothermal
conditions at 82.5° C, Pll,O 2000 bars, partial decomposition to spinel,
aluminous pseudobrookite,
and rutile has been observed. The decomposition curve of hogbomite, which in the absence of synthetic
evidence may merely delimit a field of metastability, has not yet been
determined; a series of decomposition and synthetic experiments is in
progress.
In the absence of any adequate experimental study of the stability
relations of hogbomite interpretation of the petrographic evidence bearing on its paragenesis must necessarily be speculative, but certain
common factors in its various occurrences can be discerned. In the iron
ores of Ruoutevare fine-grained hbghomite may be completely enveloped
in titaniferous magnetite, or he interposed between pleonaste and magnetite grains, or occur in cracks within large pleonaste grains heavily
dusted with exsolved ore (? hematite). Hogbomite is here apparently in
the main a primary phase in the crystallization of the iron-rich assemblage and in minor part an alteration product of pleonaste, a conclusion
essentially in accord with that of (javelin (1917). In its Norwegian occurrences the environment of hoghomite is broadly similar: at the Rodsand
quarry, Sondmbre, it occurs with ilmenite in a magnetite-corundum
rock (Schetelig, un 7), in the Sogn district it is a common accessory in
magnetite ilmenite ores (Kolderup, 1928), and in the Bergen area it is
associated with iron-ore minerals, but not always with spinel, at various
localities in the Bergen anorthosites (Kolderup, 1936). In the Whittles,
Virginia, emery hogbomite occurs apparently as a primary phase in
corundum-hercynite
titaniferous-magnetite-hogbomite
assemblages;
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it may be completely enveloped in magnetite, but is often interposed
between spinel and magnetite, although spinel grains may be seen in
contact with magnetite and corundum. The distinction made by Watson
(1923 and 1925) in his descriptions of the Whittles occurrence between
coarse euhedral original hogbomite and 'cryptocrystalline'
hogbomite
rimming spinel as a product of deuteric alteration would appear to be
sound. In the Cortlandt, New York, emery hogbomite was considered
by Gillson and Kania (1930) to be an alteration product of spinel and
Friedman (1952) in his more thorough study postulated its formation
from spinel by titanium metasomatism through the partial substitutions
2(Mg,Fe)2 +

-+

Ti4 + and AP +

-)-

Fe3 +; hogbomite

does, however,

occur

at Cortlandt as an apparently primary phase in corundum-magnetite
hogbomite assemblages from which spinel is absent (specimen 9). In the
Macon County, North Carolina, emery Friedman (1952) recognized the
replaccment sequence spinel -+ hogbomite-A (pale) -+ hogbomite-B
(dark). In the Smyrna emery (Onay, 1949) hogbomite mantles periclase
in a diaspore rock and occurs characteristically
as fourlings in a calcitecorundum rock. In the Samos emery taosite, which may be hogbomite
(de Lapparent, 1947; Friedman, 1952; Agrell and Langley, 1958), is
associated with diaspore, kaolinite, chloritoid, and magnetite.
From
Dentz Farm in the corundum fields of the eastern Transvaal Nel (lDi9)
recorded the occurrence of cores of spinel rimmed by chlorite, corund:lln,
and hogbomite in aluminous lenses in serpentines, and at Frain in
Moravia the alteration of pleonaste to hogbomite in a serpentinized
peridotitic pyroxenite was considered by Christophe-Michel-Levy
and
Sandrea (1953) to be clearly demonstrated.
In the Shoriya Mountains,
about 250 miles SE. of Novosibirsk in Siberia, Kuzmin (1960) recorded
hogbomite from several corundum deposits of unspecified petrography;
he suggested that it was a constant associate of corundum under conditions of excess Ti, Mg, and Fe.
Of the petrography of other hogbomite parageneses, with the exception of that in Tanganyika, relatively little is known. In the Cameroons
it occurs enclosed in pleonaste in a spiJitic lava (Sandrea, 1950). Bobrovnik (1955) has described a sandstone containing detrital hogbomite
in the ekraine.
Although not absolutely conclusive, there does therefore appear to be
textural evidence for supposing that in its occurrences in aluminous or
magnetite-rich hornfelses and xenoliths and in supposedly magmatic
titaniferous iron ores hogbomite may be a phase of primary crystallization, although in certain cases it seems to form overgrowths on, or occurs
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as an alteration product of, spinel. At Mautia Hill in Tanganyika, however, the evidence is clear; hogbomite there forms comparatively large
crystals in an enstatitc-tremolite-chlorite-hogbomite-sapphirine-dolomite rock (fig. 1), the minerals of which show no evidence of mutual
reaction and may be in equilibrium.
The coarse-grained patches of
dolomite are apparently stable in contact with enstatite and tremolite.
Hogbomite would seem to have crystallized as an alternative to spinel
in an environment of relatively low Fe and high Ti concentration,
although there is no other major mineral containing essential Ti present.
Enstatite-spinel
assemblages arc well known, indeed cordierite-hypersthene-spinel was considered by Tilley (HJ24) to be typical of the
pyroxene-hornfels facies, but the physical conditions necessary for the
stability of the assemblage have not been conclusively determined
(Yoder, 1952; Roy and Roy, 1955). The etTect of even small departures
from the MgO-AI203-Si02-H20 system is not clear, but it would seem
likely that the Ti content of the system may f)xercise a controlling
influence on the stability of hogbomite. In this context it may be relevant that hogbomites of similar Ti content appear to have crystallized
in conditions of widely varying Ti concentration.
The physical conditions operative during the Precambrian regional metamorphism at
Mautia Hill are uncertain, but it would seem probable that significantly
high pressures may have been associated with moderate temperatures
during the later stages of reconstitution of the neighbouring yoderitebearing schists (McKie, ] 959). The interest attaching to this hogbomite
occurrence lies particularly in the spinel-free paragenesis and in the clear
evidence it provides of the crystallization
of hogbomite as an independent phase during the regional metamorphic reconstitution of the
rock.
On the relative stability of the various hoghomite polytypes there is
little comment to be made. In other examples of stacking polytypism
the crystallization of a particular polytype appears not to be simply
dependent on relative thermodynamic stability, but to be controlled by
the interplay of a variety of nucleation and growth factors such as the
influence of impurities, or the development of screw dislocations; in
~he case of hoghomite there is also the possibility, absent where compounds of fixed composition such as SiC are concerned, of control by
wmposition.
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